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Abstract 

 

           This article focuses on the disloyalty in friendship between four best friends. The  consequences faced by 

four friends when their innocent prank went wrong is portrayed by  Nidhi Upadhyay, in her novel That Night. It 

was that night, twenty years ago, during their  teens, which began with a bottle of whisky and a game of Ouija 

that made them commit a  terrible mistake in the name of prank, which ended with death of Sania, their 

unlikeable  hostelmate. The friends vowed never to discuss that fateful night, a pact that kept their  friendship 

and guilt, dormant for the last two decades. But now, something has began to mess  with them, menace them to 

reveal the truth that only the defunct knows. In the end, everyone  reveals the truth which each one hided from 

others. 
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Introduction 

 

The researcher selected the broad field in Indian writing. In the context of international  literature, Indian 

English literature has gained an independent position. The topics covered in  Indian Writing in English cover a 

wide range. Recent Indian English fiction has been attempting  to represent the Indian experience of the modern 

problems, even while this literature continues to  reflect Indian culture, custom, social values, and even Indian 

history through the depiction of life  in India and Indians living abroad. There are English and American Pandits 

and critics who value  Indian English novels. 

Nidhi Upadhyay is an engineer-turned-headhunter. For years, Nidhi spent her days  matchmaking senior 

executives to their dream jobs and her nights reading thrillers, until her  husband borderline bullied her into 

writing one. She lives in Singapore with her doting husband   and two exceptionally loving but polar-opposite 

boys. That Night is her debut novel.  The researcher is going to potray the treachery in friendship in these days. 

Finding friends is difficult; frequently , people end up with the wrong people, who are challenging to get  along 

with. Finding someone who can be blindly trusted and looked upon in need has grown  increasingly challenging 

due to the rising selfishness and ruthless competitiveness among peers.  Betraying a friendship has also become 

quite common as people’s interest in rumours and cheap  plots grows. The self-absorbed character of the 

majority of people is another reason why friendships today do not flourish. Even wors  are situations in which 

friends are betrayed in  order to pursue selfish interests. The four frie nds in That Night will be incredibly close 

until they  start keeping secrets from one another. Everyone is self-centered and trying to hide the truth.  
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Their friendship suffers as a result of this betrayal. 

Natasha, Riya, Anjali, and Katherine were inseperable best friends at college  despite being distinct from 

one another till that night. It was a night that started with a  bottle of whiskey and a game of Ouija but 

finished with the unlikable hostel roommate Sania’s  death. This happens in Girls hostel, in Institute of 

Technology, Kurukshetra, India. For  the past twenty years, the friends’ friendship and remorse have 

remained dormant thanks to their  agreement never to bring up that terrible night.  

       Now, after twenty years, everyone has relocated to various locations. They all have tight schedules and live 

happily with their families. Natasha is married to Rick and she lives with him and kids in Singapore, Anjali 

lives alone in London, Riya Banerjee lives in Mumbai and her dream is to have a stellar career in writing and 

Catherine lives with her family in New York.  Nobody is in touch with one another. Now, someone is 

threatening them to divulge a secret that only Sania is aware of. All are threatened but in different ways. The 

person who is threatened  first is Natasha. Her intended destination, a cemetery with Muslim graves, has been 

changed  from what she originally placed in the Uber app to get home. She later learned that it was a  Hallowee 

joke, but she is unsure of the significance of the Ouija board being referred in the  message. Home. She senses 

that someone is present. She inspires awe. The next one is Anjali. At night, Anjali will be alarmed by the sound 

of footsteps, and she will also be receiving threatening  messages on her phone. Riya is working on a novel, but 

someone saw the pitch she had been   writing in private and put it on her Twitter account. She believed that 

someone had hacked into  her account. Katherine perceived a ghostly presence. The girls reunite to discuss what  

actually transpired that night as the faceless foe. They are confused whether it is the work of a  programmer or 

the ghost of the dead girl, compelling them to return to the occasions that  happened on the evening draws 

closer to them. However, the puzzle pieces don’t line up when  each of them retells the tale. Because none of 
them are being completely honest. All are hiding  Some secret with each other. 

 

        Infidelity in a friendship 

 

         Betrayal is considered as a sacred deed, when a person could believe that betraying  another person is 

acceptable in order to save his or her life or soul. Some people betray who  enjoy demonstrating their 

intelligence and some people like manipulating other people’s lives  and minds in an effort to cause havoc. But, 

in this novel four friends are untruthful to each other  to escape from an murder, four are best friends but there 

was an betrayal in their friendship and  truthlessness when they all tried to hide an secret.  

        Friendship is a long-lasting relationship characterized by mutual respect, closeness and  trust. But in this 

novel there is no trust between friends. The four friends were each leading a  busy life, until something started 

to threaten them, they didn’t give that night another thought.  

Everyone agreed to meet when they were threatened, but nobody spoke the truth. Except for the  deceased 

Sania, no one has a complete memory of that evening. The girls aren’t being honest  with one another. Nobody 

is prepared to be honest. It is not one friend who deceived the one  another. But every friend turned on the 

others. 

        This generations friendships are the main topic of the article because genuine friendships  are uncommon. 

Because of a single lie and secret that people maintain from their best friend,  support, love, affection, trust, 

loyalty, camaraderie and respect in friendships are broken. The  transformation of a lovely friendship into 

anguish was depicted by Nidhi Upadhyay. This  generation’s friendships are typically lacking in trust. In the 

novel That Night, the girls primary  error that caused Sania’s death was a prank. The girls must keep the truth 

from one another  because of the hoax. The primary causes of the closest friends for being silent for twenty 

years  from each other were the death and betrayal. They didn’t get in touch with one another to find  out who 

was blackmailing them until they were obliged to confess the truth about Sania’s death.  Even though the four 

females are the close friends, they suddenly seemed alien. All of this is a  result of their lack of loyalty to one 

another. In friendship, even a tiny falsehood can have serious   consequences. No matter how close the 

friendship is, even a minor act of disloyalty might cause   a serious rupture. All of Sania’s friends should have 

been honest with themselves about what  really happened, so they could work together to find a way to break 

out of the situation that led  to her death. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
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 The researcher justifies that it is difficult to find a dependable friend in these days, and  even a tiny act 

of betrayal in friendship can have long-lasting effects. True friendships are  extremely hard to come by in the 

modern world. Sometimes a joke that was played with friends  under the pretext of being funny turns deadly, 

killing someone. Disloyalty is important since it  causes the story’s turning point. After twenty years, a minor 

untruth caused them to have such as  large difficulty. This is due to a lie that was spread by everyone. Their 

friendship was wonderful until they began to keep these secrets, at which point it shifted. There would be no 

need for a  third party to use blackmail to force them into telling the truth if they all blended together without 

keeping secrets from one another.  
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